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War domain spells 5e

Granted powers: You are a crusader of your God, always ready and willing to fight to defend your faith. Battle Rage (Sp): You can touch a creature as a standard action to give a bonus on melee damage reeds equal to 1/2 of a clerical level for 1 round (minimum +1). You can do this several times a day equal to 3+ of wisdom modifiers. Weapon Master (Su): The 8th These circles don't have to be
consecutive and you can change the feat of your choice each time you use this ability. You must meet the prerequisites to use this feat. Domain Spells: 1st-Magic Weapon, 2th-Spiritual Weapon, 3rd-Magic Vestment, 4th-Divine Power, 5th-Flame Strike, 6th-Blade Barrier, 7th-Power Word Blind, 8th-Power Word Stun, 9th-Power Word Kill. War Domain Spells 1 Magic Weapon: Weapon Gains +1 Bonus. 2
Spiritual Weapon: Magic weapon attacks your own. 3 Magic Vestment: Armor or shield gain +1 to improve on four levels. 4 Divine Force: You get attack bonus, 6 str, and 1 le per level. 5 Flame Strike: Smite enemy with divine fire (1d6/level damage). 6 Blade Barrier: Wall blades deal 1d6/level damage. 7 Power Word Blind: Blinds creature with 200 le or less. 8 Power Word Stunner: Stuns creature with 150
le or less. 9 Power Words Kill: Kill creature with 100 le or less. Edit Share The War domain was a pack of spells that were given to priests by war deities. [1] The gods were chivalry, conquest, destruction, domination, honor, looting and war itself. The priests' abilities and spells focused on battles. These abilities have increased the combat skills of the priest and others. The priests' repertoire of spells has
been expanded to include those listed below. [2] [3] Deities[edit | edit source] Spells[edit | edit source] In the second half of the period of upheaval, priests selected in this area had access to the following spells: magic weapon, spiritual weapon, magical attire, divine force, flame blow, blade barrier, word of power, blind, word of power, stunner, and word of power, killing. [4] After the second sundering, the
priests who selected this estate were given access to the following spells: divine favor, shield of faith, magical weapon, spiritual weapon, crusader's cloak, ghost keepers, freedom of movement, stone skin, flame strike, monster. [5] Other powers[edit | editing source] In addition, the war domain priests have been given the following powers:[3] Channel deity[edit | editing source] Priests of the war domain
acquired the ability to use a channel of divine forces called guided strikes and war with God's blessing. The former allowed the priest to increase the accuracy of his own attacks, while the latter allowed the priest to increase the accuracy of allied attacks. [3] Other powers[edit | editing source] Other abilities were the war priest, which allowed the priest to attack in quick successal, divine which allowed the
priest to hit harder and avatar avatar which made the priest more resistant to non-magical attacks. [3] Appendix[edit | edit source] References[edit | edit source] ^ Ed Greenwood, Sean K. Reynolds, Skip Williams, Rob Heinsoo (June 2001). Set up a forgotten Realms campaign 3rd edition. (Wizards of the Coast), 66th ISBN 0-7869-1836-5. ^ Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams (July 2003). Player
manual v.3.5. (Wizards of the Coast), 189th ISBN 0-7869-2886-7. ^ 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 Mike Mearls, Jeremy Crawford (2014). In the player's manual, chapter 5 is replaced by the following: (Wizards of the Coast), 63rd ISBN 978-0-7869-6560-1. ^ Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams (July 2003). Player manual v.3.5. (Wizards of the Coast), 187th ISBN 0-7869-2886-7. ^ Mike Mearls, Jeremy Crawford
(2014). In the player's manual, chapter 5 is replaced by the following: (Wizards of the Coast), 58th, 59th ISBN 978-0-7869-6560-1. Connections[edit | edit source] is available under cc-by-sa of community content, unless otherwise indicated. Turn or destroy earthly creatures as a good priest turns undead. Reproach, command, or amplify aerial beings like an evil priest to reproach the undead. Use these
abilities all times a day equal to 3+ for Charisma Modifier. This power is a supernatural ability. Air Domain Spells *Cast as an air spell only. Animal Domain provided powers you can use to talk to animals once a day as a magic-like ability. Add knowledge (nature) to your list of priest class skills. Animal Domain Spells *Only summons animals. Chaos Domain has provided power to you cast chaos spells in 1
roller level. Chaos Domain Spells * Cast as chaos spell only. Death Domain provided power can use the death touch once a day. Your touch of death is a supernatural ability that causes death. You must succeed in a melee touch attack against a living being (the rules of touch spells). When you touch it, roll 1d6 per priest level. If the total is at least equal to the creature's current hit points, it dies (no
backup). Death Domain Spells Destruction Domain provided a force that will give you the afflicting power, the supernatural ability to make a melee attack with a +4 bonus on attack reels and the bonus of damage rolls equal to the priest level (if you hit). You must report the strike before you attack. This ability can be used once a day. Destruction Domain spells Earth Domain Provided Power Turn or destroy
air creatures like a good priest turns undead. Reproach, command, or strengthen the earth's beings as an evil priest rebuke the undead. Use these abilities all times a day equal to 3+ for Charisma Modifier. This power is a supernatural ability. Earth Domain Spells *Cast as an earthly spell only. Evil Domain provided power to you cast evil spells +1 caster level. Evil Domain spells protection is good: +2 for
AC and saves, counter brain control, hedging out and outsiders. Desecration of M: fills area with negative energy, making the undead stronger. Magic Circle Against Good: Defense spells but 10-ft. radius and 10 10 Un holiness Blight: Compensation and fall ill good creatures. Dispel Good: +4 bonus attacks against good creatures. Create Undead M: Create vampires, ghasts, mummy's, or mohrgs.
Blasphemy: Kills, paralyzes, weakens, or dazzling nonevil subjects. Unholy Aura F: +4 to AC, +4 resistance, SR 25 against good spells. Summon Monster IX*: Ask extraplanar creature to fight for you. * Cast as an evil spell only. Fire Domain provided Power Turn or destroy water creatures as a good priest turns undead. Reproach, command, or strengthen fire creatures like an evil priest rebuke the undead.
Use these abilities all times a day equal to 3+ for Charisma Modifier. This power is a supernatural ability. Fire Domain Spells Burning Hands: 1d4/level fire damage (max 5d4). Make Flame: 1d6 damage +1 / level, touch or thrown. Resistance to Energy*: Ignores 10 (or more) points of damage/attack of the specified energy type. Wall of Fire: Offers 2d4 fire damage out of 10 ft. and 1d4 out of 20 ft. Passing
through the wall deals 2d6 damage +1/level. Fire Shield: Creatures attacking you take fire damage; protected from heat or cold. Fire Seeds: Acorns and berries become grenades and bombs. Fire Storm: Offers 1d6/level fire damage. Incendiation cloud: Cloud 4d6 causes fire damage/round. Elemental Swarm**: Summons more elementary. * Withstand the cold or fire only. ** Cast as fire magic only. Good
Domain provided Power you cast good spells at +1 caster level. Good Domain spells protection evil: +2 for AC and saves, counter brain control, hedging out elementals and outsiders. Support: +1 on attack reeds, +1 on anti-fear rescues, 1d8 temporarily down to +1/level (max+10). Magic Circle against Evil: The defense spells, but 10-ft. radius and 10 min./level. Saint Smite: Compensation and blinds evil
creatures. Dispel Evil: +4 bonus against attacks on evil creatures. Blade Barrier: Wall blades deal 1d6/level damage. Holy Word F: Kills, paralyzes, slows, or deafens nongood objects. Holy Aura: +4 aAC, +4 resistance, and SR 25 against evil spells. Summon Monster IX*: Ask extraplanar creature to fight for you. * Cast as a good spell only. Healing Domain provided the power you cast healing spells in 1
roller level. Healing Domain Spells Knowledge domain provided Power Add all knowledge skills to the list of priest class skills. You cast prediction spells in 1 roller level. Knowledge Domain Spells Law Domain Provided Power You cast Law Spells 1 roller level. Law Domain Spells Protection Chaos: +2 ac and saves, counter brain control, hedging out elementals and outsiders. Calm emotions: Soothes
creatures, negating emotion effects. Magic Circle Against Chaos: The defense spells but 10-ft. radius and 10 min./level. Order Wrath: Damage and stupor chaotic creatures. Dispel Chaos: +4 bonus against attacks of chaotic creatures. Keep Monster: A moon person, but Creature. Dictated: Kills, paralyzes, slows or deafens non-legitimate subjects. Shield Law F: +4-AC, +4 resistance, and SR 25 against
chaotic chaotic Summon Monster IX*: Ask extraplanar creature to fight for you. * Cast as the law of magic only. Luck Domain provided power you gain the power of good luck, which can be used once a day. This extraordinary ability allows you to reroll a reel that you have just made before the game master declares that the roll is the result of success or failure. You have to take the result from the reroll,
even if it's worse than the original roll. Luck Domain Spells Magic Domain provided Power Use scrolls, wands, and other tools to complete spelling or spell trigger activation as a wizard at half the priest level (at least level 1). For the purpose of using a scroll or other magical tool, you can also stack up with a wizard, actual wizard levels and these powerful wizard levels. Magic Domain Spells Plant Domain
granted powers to reproach or command plant creatures like an evil priest to reproach or commands the undead. Use this capability for a total of 3+ charisma modifiers per day. This power is a supernatural ability. Add knowledge (nature) to your list of priest class skills. Plant Domain Spells Protection Domain provided performance can be generated in a protective ward as a supernatural ability. Give
someone you touch a resistance bonus equal to the priest's level on his next save roll. Activating this force is a standard operation. The protective econ is an abjuration effect, the duration of which is 1 hour, which can be used once a day. Protection Domain Spells Strength Domain provided by Power You can perform a feat of strength as a supernatural ability. You get an accessory bonus strength equal to
the priest level. Activating the power of a free action, the power lasts 1 round, and it can be used once a day. Force Domain spells Sun Domain provided power once a day, then implemented a larger turning against the undead instead of regular turning. Greater turning is like a normal turning, except that undead creatures that are reversed tend to die. Sun Domain Spells Travel Domain has granted powers
for the total time per day 1 lap per priest level you have, you can normally act regardless of magical effects that hinder movement, as if you were using the magic for free movement. This effect occurs automatically as soon as it is applied, lasts until it runs out or is no longer needed and can work several times a day (up to the full daily limit rounds). This power is a supernatural ability. Add survival to the list
of priest class skills. Travel Domain Spells Trickery Domain provided Power Add Bluff, Camouflage, and Hide the list of priest class skills. Trickery Domain Spells War Domain provided Power Free Martial Weapon Prosensition is the deity's favored weapon (if necessary) and weapon Focus is the deity's favored weapon. War Domain Spells Water Domain Power Turn or destroy fire creatures as a good
priest turns undead. Reproach, command, or strengthen water creatures like an evil priest rebuke the undead. Use It the daily product is a total of 3 + of charisma modifiers. This power is a supernatural ability. Water Domain Spells *Cast as water magic only. Only.
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